Managing the Business of Imaging.

Today’s radiology departments face growing pressure to work with ever-greater speed, productivity and efficiency. Consequently, the challenge has grown beyond managing images and tracking patient data; administrators need insight into the business side of imaging. Vue Beyond provides precisely that. It’s a centralized information-management tool that accesses PACS data and supplies you with real-time feedback on key departmental performance metrics—allowing you to identify issues, develop improvement plans and fine-tune your allocation of resources.

In short, Vue Beyond offers you the business intelligence you need to take your department to a new level of productivity.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

• Provides real-time monitoring of departmental performance
• Metrics include:
  • Study volume
  • Modality mix
  • Patient type
  • Report-turnaround time
  • Critical results notification
• Enables planning for improved productivity
• Supports optimal workflow, cost control, and patient care
Intelligent Information for Improved Productivity

To guide your imaging department to a higher level of performance, you need a thorough understanding of where your key metrics stand now. Unfortunately, your options for obtaining and tracking this data have been limited. Recording metrics in a logbook is inefficient and time-consuming. Downloading from EMR, RIS or PACS and manually triangulating data is complex and cumbersome. And turning to a third-party solution is costly.

A Solution that Means Business

Vue Beyond is a complement to Vue PACS, using an intuitive, graphic interface to display information on workflow patterns, productivity of individual clinicians, and other critical trends in your department. Data is delivered on a continuous basis in real time, allowing you great agility in responding and resolving productivity shortfalls or other issues. Metrics for all individual sites in your multi-site enterprise can be monitored in a centralized data facility. Moreover, you can drill down for specific site metrics, regardless of RIS type.

Insight Beyond Information

With Vue Beyond, you’ll gain the insights you need to boost your overall productivity. You’ll see—immediately—how resources can be better deployed, which modality requires attention, and how to improve report-turnaround time. The result? You’ll regulate workflow and control costs more proactively than ever before.